Today, it seems remarkable that it was once possible as it was just under 10 years ago, to lament the relative lack of credence among members of the biomedical community in the connection between stress and disease. [1] The social/environmental as well as natural/environmental determinants of health have become important issues for our community. Perhaps, this should be understood as reflective of that community's self-regulatory conservatism -its unwillingness to be carried away by the plausibility of a connection absent data and a mechanism -and so accounted to its credit.
In any case, no such lack of credence persists today. The social and environmental determinants of health have become highly important in our community. If the explanation offered above is credible, then it is the veritable surge of work on this subject seen during the past decade that accounts for the change. [2] This is not, of course, to deny the enormous importance of the investigations undertaken into this subject before the past decade. Indeed, it was only due to the paradigm-setting writings of names such as Walter Cannon (who in 1928 proposed a mediating role for the hypothalamus between affective stimuli and peripheral physiological responses) [3] and Hans Seyle (whose pioneering work throughout the latter half of the 20 th century concerned the transduction between social environment and pathology effected by the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis) that contemporary work on this subject is even thinkable. [4] It is not, therefore, merely the volume of this decade's stress-disease science that has granted the connection the extraordinary acceptance and interest it currently enjoys. It is, rather, the unprecedentedly integrative nature of the new science that accounts for its consensus-promoting effect.
This new nature is due largely to the dual application of technological and theoretical advances, such as massively parallel molecular assay systems to assess the role of stress on gene expression, noninvasive imaging modalities for established biomarkers relevant in the transduction between stress and pathology, [5] elaboration through neuroimaging of the interplay between the physiological consequences of the stress response and the neural appraisals that initiate them, [6] animal models that have helped to consolidate links between adverse social circumstances and temporally distant downstream stress-mediated physiological modifications, [7] statistical techniques that permit the generalization of theoretical frameworks from broad collections of experimental results, [8] and others. Together, these advances have resulted in an integrated appreciation of the whole pathway from psychosocial causes to pathophysiological effects, to a degree beyond what was previously possible. As such, it is now uncontroversial to list stress as an important etiological factor in many of the most common diseases, some of which include asthma, rheumatoid arthritis, anxiety disorders, depression, cardiovascular disease, chronic pain, HIV/AIDS, stroke, and cancer. [9] [10] [11] This is especially true of diseases, such as atherosclerosis, NIDDM, and asthma, known to be mediated by a chronic inflammatory process. [12] Owing to progressive empirical elucidation of connections between the different points along the chain of causality, it is fair to say that there is broad ontological consensus emerging about the nature and mechanisms by which stress exerts influence on the development of disease. This should not, however, be construed to imply that the field is free from controversy. One issue it faces is epistemic: How should stress be conceptualized, and how do the implications differ among the possible concepts? Furthermore, what challenges do competing conceptions place in the way of generating general conclusions about the pathophysiological relevance of stress, and how to mitigate its effects? If one settles on an "objective" approach [13] to defining stress, one then faces questions about the applicability of one's conclusions to subjects whose coping abilities differ from those who were studied. A "subjective" approach [14] also faces issues, in this case related to the difficulty of extrapolating concrete categories of stress experience from highly individualized affect reports. Additionally, biological investigations of stress markers, if conducted in isolation from the phenomenology of the stress experience, risk disconnect from upstream targets for psychosocial intervention. Moreover, conceptual difficulties within this field are not confined to the topic of measurement. Stress research also poses considerable temporal problems: How is the chronicity of stress related to the pathologies within which it figures? In other words, if the experience of stress can be either chronic or transient, and can vary in degree and quality over time, how can it be measured, biologically or otherwise, in a manner that yields It should be emphasized, of course, that these are not insurmountable difficulties; on the contrary, the literature contains numerous and persuasive attempts to deal with them. Of particular interest in this respect is a paper by Cohen et al., [15] in which the disparate approaches cataloged previously are combined in a progressive model, whereby each aspect of the concept of stress is organized into a temporal continuum. According to this model, objective stressors cause stress responses to varying degrees according to differential ameliorative capacities possessed by different subjects exposed to stress. These stress responses, in turn, precipitate homeostatic disruptions through interference with neuroendocrine pathways. Finally, the dysregulation of these pathways precipitates adverse reactions in the cardiovascular, immune, and other systems with which they interface, in magnitude broadly consonant with the extent of dysregulation.
Regardless of the details of a given problem with which this field is faced, the impetus toward further and ever more complete solutions is the same. In addition to figuring in the course of many common and serious diseases, the presence of stress in non-pathological life is nearly universal. Data collected by the American Psychological Association's Stress in America [16] survey indicated that all respondents experienced stress, stress considered to be extreme is on the rise, and that average levels of stress increase as respondents decrease in age. Stress, if those survey respondents accurately represent the population they are supposed to sample, appears to be a fact of modern postindustrial life, as prevalent as cars and taxes. This then gives rise to a further line of questioning, which deserves attention that is as urgent as its range is ubiquitous: if stress is everywhere, what about risk for the pathologies with which it is associated? If the prevalence of the former exceeds that of the latter, what accounts for the insulation of the nonafflicted? How, through medical, psychological, and social intervention, can we replicate the conditions of insulation among those who are afflicted with stress-induced pathology? These are the questions the present generation of research into the stress-disease relationship stands poised to answer.
